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CROYDE HEIGHT 
ADJUSTABLE 
OVERBED COT
The Croyde Height Adjustable Overbed Cot glides 
under the bed, putting the baby in front of Mum. 
It allows constant and easy access, facilitating 
more frequent skin-to-skin contact, and promotes 
maternal bonding.

The mother can place the baby back in the cot 
without leaving the bed, reducing the risk of her 
falling asleep with the baby because the cot is too 
far away.

The Overbed Cot can be raised and lowered in 
one simple smooth movement to make access to 
the baby easier for women who have undergone 
ceasarean sections or complicated births.

The open design makes it easy to clean, and a wide 
range of colours are available to suit any room 
theme.

MPC code: BM/04/GS-KR-01ST

CROYDE HEIGHT 
ADJUSTABLE COT 
+ STORAGE
Chosen by birth centres, postnatal areas, NICUs, 
SCBUs and HDUs, the Croyde Height Adjustable Cot 
+ Storage offers the convenience of customisable 
and practical under-cot storage.

The large cupboard is accessible from both sides of 
the cot with double soft-close doors, ensuring it is 
suitable for small rooms or tight spaces.

Height adjustment enables the cot to be raised or 
lowered to the desired height to reduce bending 
or stooping and ease musculoskeletal strain on the 
carer’s back and shoulders.

You can specify an optional foldable shelf and/or 
cylinder holder, and a wide range of colours are 
available to suit any room theme.

MPC code: BM/05/GS
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HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE 
BABY ASSESSMENT 
TABLE
The Croyde Height Adjustable Baby Assessment Table 
allows clinicians to position the table at the perfect 
height for neonatal examinations and baby changing.

Depressing the foot pedal enables staff or parents to 
adjust the table to the ideal position and protect them 
from physical stress and strain. Baby examinations 
become instantly more comfortable and stress-free.

The high-height position makes cleaning easier, while 
the low-height position makes the table accessible for 
all heights of carers, including wheelchair users. It is 
lightweight and easy to move between bed spaces, 
with brakes to secure its location.

Choose from a storage cupboard with shelving or 
a drawer unit. Both units have soft-close doors and 
ample space for all items.

AQUATHERM WARMING 
MATTRESS/HOT COT
The Aquatherm warming mattress provides heat and warmth 
to regulate a neonatal patient’s temperature. It uses a fire 
retardant foam/rubber and ‘Aquagel’ technology to deliver a 
non-water based warming system.

It incorporates a heating element for safe, evenly spread heat 
and two highly-sensitive sensors for fail-safe temperature 
control. The control unit has user-friendly settings to regulate 
the heat output of the mattress and also contains an alarm 
system for enhanced patient safety.

When used with Croyde Height Adjustable Cots, the control 
unit mounts on the inside of the cot, allowing unrestricted 
access for the attending carer. The swivel bracket provides 
immediate access to the control unit and discreetly locates it 
inside the frame to avoid accidental collisions.

The holes in the bottom of the crib allow the cable to 
conveniently connect to the mattress without being routed 
over the top, avoiding kinking of the cable and potential 
damage. The shape also fits perfectly within the crib to 
minimise gaps. Aquagel technology ensures that residual heat is 
retained for longer. When disconnected for transport, Aquagel 
technology ensures that residual heat is retained for longer.

MPC code: SPTM-02-D-HA

MPC code: Aquatherm
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TIPPER TUB
This innovative mobile baby bath 

enhances caregiver ergonomics and 
eliminates the need to manually lift 

and carry heavy bowls of water.

The integrated lifting column 
allows the tub to be raised 
to the height of the sink or 
drain, where it is then tilted 
without any hand contact to 
empty without strain. The bowl 

is ergonomically shaped, heat-
insulated to retain the warmth 

of the water and one-piece to make 
cleaning exceptionally easy.

Available in a choice of colours.

MPC code: TT-24000

M-300 BABY 
SCALE
Class III Medically Approved.

This scale has a graduation of 15kg 
and is accurate to 2g up to 6kg and 5g 
thereafter.

It is lightweight with tare and hold 
functions and runs on 2 x AA batteries to 
deliver over 600 hours of continuous use. 
An adaptor is also available if required.

M-400 BABY 
SCALE
Class III Medically Approved.

This scale has a graduation of 20kg and is 
accurate to 5g up to 10kg and 10g thereafter. 
It is also available with an integrated digital 
height measure – M-400-80D.

This scale has a removable baby tray which enables toddlers to be weighed if required and also includes 
the tare and hold functions.

The 6 x AA batteries provide up to 6000 weigh ins with a mains power adaptor available if preferred.

MPC code: M300

MPC code: M400

CROYDE 
MIMMAMÀ 
INFANT 
FEEDING 
CHAIR
The Croyde MimmaMà® infant feeding 
chair offers optimal support for 
shoulders, arms, back and the lumbar 
area. Its supportive backrest and 
high, wide, rounded armrests support 
both mother and child in the most 
ergonomically friendly positions. The 
perineal cut-out also helps to offload 
pressure and reduce the pain of 
childbirth wounds. 

The MimmaMà® chair also supports the 
simultaneous feeding of twins and avoids 
postural pain due to incorrect positions. 
The carefully considered design allows 
the mother to fully enjoy the relationship 
with her child during feeding.

MPC code: 365900
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CROYDE 
RECLINER 
CHAIR
The Croyde Recliner Chair is a multi-
functional bedside chair that is available 
in a wide range of colours. It can be 
used upright as a regular chair with 
high backrest support, or be reclined to 
support feeding, resting or sleeping.

It supports a number of feeding 
positions and helps to promote skin-to-
skin contact with an enhanced level of 
comfort. The optional feeding pillow 
and footstool can help to optimise the 
bonding experience.

The padded foot section of the chair 
gently raises the level of the feet closer 
to the heart, improving lymphatic 
drainage, and reducing swelling in the 
feet, ankles and legs after birth.

The slimline design means that it is an 
excellent choice for wards where bed 
spaces need to be kept within a specific 
footprint. It has a similar width to a 
regular beside chair and doesn’t take 
up valuable space. It is also an excellent 
option to accommodate partners or 
family members as they stay overnight 
in hospital. The large wheels also make 
the chair easy to move around the ward 
during cleaning or when configuring 
new spaces.

MPC code: ASTCMR

CROYDE 
SLEEPER CHAIR
Perfect for use in hospital settings 
where overnight stays for partners/
dependants are required. The Croyde 
Sleeper Chair is easily converted from 
chair to comfortable, full-length bed 
in just a few seconds. It also features 
a chaise longue position. Integrated 
wheels make moving simple and 
lightweight and it is designed to be 
wiped-down between uses in the 
hospital setting.

Available in a range of colours.

“The sleeper chairs are both 
spacious and comfortable, 
whilst not taking up too much 
room in our side rooms. They 
have helped us to ensure that 
our patient’s relatives have 
a better experience during 
overnight stays, which are often 
in very difficult circumstances”
Inpatient Matron at Basildon & Thurrock 
University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust

MPC code: STARGAZER
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CROYDE WALL 
BED
The Croyde Wall Bed is available as a 
single or double bed in a wide range of 
colours/finishes. It can be supplied as a 
stand-alone Wall Bed, or with alongside 
cabinetry for additional storage 
options. A full installation service is 
available or self-assembly instructions, 
if preferred.

Alongside cabinetry can be tailor-made 
to accommodate gas systems, nurse 
call systems and other fixed wall items. 
Integrated LED lighting and options 
to incorporate power sockets are also 
available. Designs can be configured 
to suit specific wall sizes with bespoke 
solutions providing wall-to-wall and/or 
floor-to-ceiling options.

All Croyde Wall Beds are supplied with 
exceptionally comfortable, hospital 
specification mattresses that can be 
cleaned with approved disinfectant 
wipes and solutions. Mattresses are 
waterproof, breathable and zipped, 
with protective waterfall flaps. They are 
also Crib 5 fire retardant. 

CROYDE 
FOLD-AWAY 
BED
The Croyde Fold Away Bed is a single 
bed that can be set-up in seconds to 
enable partners or family members to 
safely co-sleep next to loved ones in 
hospital. It is easily wheeled around 
the ward on castors, and with a folded 
depth of just 38cm it is easily stored 
when not in use.

With a solid base and no slats or mesh 
bed deck, cleaning is quick, simple and 
infection-control compliant. It comes 
supplied with a hospital-specification 
mattress with welded seams and is 
waterproof, breathable, & zipped with 
a waterfall flap.

MPC code: MAX-80

CROYDE 
LED SKY 
CEILINGS
Bringing the outside – inside. 
LED Sky Ceilings help to create 
a more expansive, relaxed 
environment. Designed to help 
reduce anxiety and promote 
feelings of calmness and 
warmth, they can be installed 
into any tiled ceiling.

The ceilings become a positive 
focal point in any room and 
are a welcome distraction for 
anxious service users. Staff 
members also report positive 
comments as the realistic 
images bring a new visual 
dynamic to the ward.

They are available with a wide 
range of shapes, sizes and 
images. MPC code: LED SKYMPC code: WALLBED
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SCAN THE CODE BELOW TO VISIT OUR 
WEBSITE AND VIEW EACH ITEM IN 

MORE DETAIL:

ALTERNATIVELY, YOU CAN VISIT: 
WWW.CROYDEMEDICAL.CO.UK

If you would like to discuss the specifications or suitability of 
any of the equipment in this directory, please call our helpline 

on 01367 241194 for further assistance. 

CONTACT US
Tel: 01367 241194 
International Tel: 00 44 1367 241194 
Email: info@croydemedical.co.uk 
www.croydemedical.co.uk

Purchase orders should be sent to: info@croydemedical.co.uk 
or faxed to: 01367 241657

Croyde Medical, Unit 7, Regal Way, Faringdon, Oxon SN7 7BX
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